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2 Sentence Pricing Advice for 
Small Business Owners

Pricing is a complex exercise, but in 

this article, the author provides two 

very crucial steps for small business 

owners who are struggling with pric-

ing decisions. These suggestions can 

also be applied to pricing activities in 

larger organizations. Reuben Swartz 

is President of Mimiran, LLC, a PPS 

CPP Faculty member, and a frequent 

PPS contributor and conference pre-

senter. His online pricing training 

courses can be accessed at www.Pric-

ingSociety.com and he can be reached 

via www.miriman.com or at reu-

ben@mimiran.com.

• 24th Annual Fall Pricing Workshops & Conference – Loews Midtown 
Hotel – Atlanta, Georgia  / October 22-25, 2013 
• 9th Annual Conference on European & Global Pricing – Hôtel Concorde 
Berlin / Berlin, Germany / 3 December – 5 December 2013 
 
For the most up-to-date information about PPS events and programs, please 
visit our website at www.pricingsociety.com frequently.

1. Be better, not cheaper
If someone in your market doesn’t think 
you’re better, you’re a commodity and 
have no pricing power. If you’re small, 
you probably have less costing power 
than your larger competitors. Com-
modity pricing + uncompetitive cost 
structure = working really hard + out 
of business. You have to be different and 
better to someone.

This is about benefits, not features. It’s 
about perceived differential value, com-
pared to some other alternative(s). The 
buyer ultimately gets to decide this val-
ue, but you get to help set up the discus-
sion. Many small business owners imply 
that their offerings are commodities. 
(“200 hours of Java coding” and “1,000 
pounds of dirt” are examples I’ve seen 
recently on actual proposals.) Then they 
have to get into a defensive pricing dis-
cussion, and end up pricing below the 
real or imagined competition. Now your 
profits are down, your hours are up, your 
morale is down, and your stress is up. 

This is one of the big reasons that busi-
ness owners lose their passion.

The iPad isn’t the cheapest tablet. In fact, 
its average selling price is probably higher 
than the average PC selling price. How 
did other companies try to compete? 
They made something that was cheaper, 
with more features. But not better.

37Signals doesn’t make the cheapest 
CRM application or project manage-
ment tool– there are free (free!) applica-
tions in those niches. They make better 
apps. And they have a very particular 
idea about “better.” They want their ap-
plications to be simple. They don’t com-
pete on features. They are OK if you out-
grow their solutions and need to move 
on to something more sophisticated. 
That keeps them focused on their small 
business market.

2. Price Appropriately
This is easier said than done, of course, 
but once you’ve figured out how you’re 

http://www.PricingSociety.com
http://www.PricingSociety.com
http://www.miriman.com
mailto:reuben@mimiran.com
mailto:reuben@mimiran.com
http://www.37signals.com/
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better, you can price, aligned to the 
value you create. When you know your 
market, your benefit to a subset of that 
market, pricing becomes more clear.

Let’s start with a negative example to il-
lustrate how this can help refine your 
pricing strategy. An innovative manufac-
turing company had developed some fac-
tory tools with much higher durability 
than the competition. They priced them 
higher, based on the replacement cost of 
the cheaper parts. No one cared. 

The parts had a longer tenure than the 
line managers buying them. So the man-
agers had no incentive to spend more 
money for savings that would never be 
realized on their watch. They shifted the 
discussion to how the better engineering 
reduced defects and downtime and real-
ized the price they had aimed for based 
on durability.

You can move back and forth between 
your price, your offering, and your value 
to hit the right spot. For example, the 
iPad was engineered in part to provide 
a $499 touch computer. No camera in 
version one. (Oh, and you want cellular 
data? That $5 part will cost you $130 ex-
tra dollars.)

37Signals prices their Basecamp project 
management app based on the number 
of projects. Print shops charge a hefty 
fee for expedited work. You can even of-
fer discounts, when appropriate. Restau-
rants and movie theaters offer early bird 

specials to get people in during off-peak 
times. (Why don’t more accountants do 
this?) Many consulting firms offer dis-
counted retainers that provide them with 
predictable revenue and customers with 
cheaper services.

So if you’re wondering how you should 
price, think of these 2 sentences. If you 
can answer clearly how you are bet-
ter and for whom, they go to step 2 and 

price based on how you are better. 

Try not to get too wrapped up in your 
idea, your company, or your product. 
The market doesn’t care. Think about 
your customers, their wants and needs, 
and how to help them. Think about why 
they should choose you over their next 
most likely option (which may simply be 
“do nothing”).

Restaurants and movie theaters offer early bird 
specials to get people in during off-peak times. (Why 
don’t more accountants do this?) 
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Twice a year, many of the finest restau-

rants across the country participate in a 

discount promotion called Restaurant 

Week. This successful promotion packs 

restaurants and provides lessons that all 

businesses can learn from about dis-

counting, as this article explains. Rafi 

Mohammed is the founder of Culture of 

Profit LLC, a Cambridge, Massachu-

setts-based company that helps businesses 

develop and improve their pricing strat-

egy, and author of the The 1% Wind-

fall: How Successful Companies Use 

Profit to Profit and Grow. This article 

originally appeared on the Harvard 

Business Review web site at HBR.org.

Restaurant Week as a  
Crash Course in Discounting

Twice a year, many of the fin-
est restaurants in the Boston 
area participate in a discount 
promotion called Restaurant 

Week. Diners are offered an attractively 
priced “special” three course menu (typi-
cally with a few options for each course) 
— this year lunch is $20.13 and dinner 
is $38.13.

This successful promotion — which 
is offered in many U.S. cities — packs 
restaurants and provides lessons that 
all businesses can learn from about dis-
counting.

Lesson 1: Don’t crowd out full-paying 
customers. Restaurant Week is offered 

during low demand time periods — usu-
ally during the end of the summer (Au-
gust) and spring break (March).

Lesson 2: Don’t encourage cannibal-
ization. By this, I mean try to minimize 
the chance that customers who would 
have paid full price take advantage of the 
discount. For instance, No. 9 Park, a top 
Boston restaurant, doesn’t include its sig-
nature “prune-stuffed gnocchi” as part 
of its Restaurant Week menu. Instead, 
it offers new menu items that are likely 
lower cost. As a result, die-hard fans of 
prune-stuffed gnocchi can’t order it at a 
discount.

Lesson 3: Drop the dream of “they’ll 
try it at a deep discount and come 
back to pay full price.” We’ve 
been down this road several times. As 
Groupon has empirically proven, con-
sumers don’t behave this way. 

Quite simply, most diners who come 
for the Restaurant Week 
promotion are deal seek-
ers who will probably not 
come back...until the next 
time there is a deal. And 
to be clear, this is okay - if 
discount diners aren’t tak-
ing up a table that would 
have otherwise been occu-
pied by a full-paying cus-
tomer, it makes sense to 
reap the incremental mar-
gin.

Lesson 4: Capitalize on consumers’ 
“mental accounting” behavior. Rich-
ard Thaler, a well-regarded University of 
Chicago economics professor, believes 
that consumers establish mental ac-
counts for specific occasions. So, if they 
save money on an occasion — say, din-
ing out at a fine restaurant — it’s hard 
for them to mentally transfer these sav-
ings to another “account.” Thus, we’re 

tempted to spend it on the occasion. In 
my case, since I get such a good deal on 
the three course meal, I feel that I have 
some extra “house money” to blow on 
profit-laden extras (such as cappuccino, 
instead of coffee) instead of saving the 
money for another use.

Regardless of whether you are selling 
a service or product, the key to taking 
advantage of this mental accounting 
behavior is to provide upgrade choices. 
Many Restaurant Week participants, for 
instance, offer meal supplement options 
(to upgrade to a better course) as well as 
deals on wine. 

Proactive suggestion allows consum-
ers to envision a richer experience and 
given that they have extra “budget” in 
their mental accounts, are tempted to 
spend it. Sure, diners end up enjoying an 
enhanced meal at less than the regular 
price — they get a bargain. But by en-
couraging diners to spend their mental 

account surplus, restaurants reap a high-
er profit.

While discounting is a common pric-
ing strategy, most companies execute on 
it poorly. Instead of offering whimsical 
“finger in the air” price breaks which 
can gut profits, following the above 
pricing guidelines can rationally gener-
ate growth and most importantly, earn 
significantly higher profits. 

Regardless of whether you are 
selling a service or product, the key 
to taking advantage of this mental 
accounting behavior is to provide 
upgrade choices.

http://wolfweb.unr.edu/homepage/pingle/Teaching/BADM%20791/Week%209%20Behavioral%20Microeconomics/Thaler-Mental%20Accountingr.pdf
http://wolfweb.unr.edu/homepage/pingle/Teaching/BADM%20791/Week%209%20Behavioral%20Microeconomics/Thaler-Mental%20Accountingr.pdf
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How Much Air Can You Blow  
Into Your Pricing Balloon? 

Pricers are very familiar with the chal-
lenge of aligning the goals of both sales 
and pricing. Sales is focused on closing 
deals but often at the expense of tar-
get pricing strategy. However, often a 
small increase in the sales price can be 
enough to achieve pricing’s goals. In 
this article, the author uses a simple 
analogy to explain a complicated and 
all too common problem. Alex Smith 
is a senior manager in PROS Stra-
tegic Consulting group. He is part of 
the PROS European team, based in 
London, where he focuses on vertical 
industries in manufacturing, distribu-
tion and services. He can be reached at 
asmith@pros.com. 

I recently met a pricing manager who 
had a brilliant analogy for how sales 
people price customers and deals 
that’s definitely worth sharing. It’s a 

great way for non-pricers to quickly un-
derstand one of the most important pric-
ing issues in many companies.

Pricing by a sales person is like blowing 
up a party balloon. Let me explain.

The average parent who blows up bal-
loons for their kid’s party is much like 
your typical sales person who’s pricing a 
customer deal. The parent tries to blow 
up the party balloons quickly so they 
can move on to the next balloon and get 
everything done before the mass of kids 
arrive. They know of course that big-
ger balloons – the ones with more air in 
them – are more fun for the kids, so they 
exert just enough air so it’s nice and full, 
but not too much that it bursts. They 
don’t exactly know where the bursting 

point is, but it doesn’t matter. The parent 
will use gut feel and personal experience, 
and that’s good enough so they move on 
to the next balloon.

So how exactly is that like a salesperson 
you ask? Well your typical sales person 
is trying to quickly price a winning deal, 
move on to the next deal and complete 
the transactions by the end of the quar-
ter, when their boss arrives, much like 
getting ready before the kids arrive at the 
party. The salesperson knows of course 
that a better deal – one with a higher 
price – is better for their company. They 
want to price it well so that there is a 
good margin – but not so high that they 
lose the deal and potentially the custom-
er. He doesn’t know exactly where the 
bursting point for the deal may be, but 
it doesn’t matter because he’ll use his gut 
feel and personal experience to set a price 
that will be good enough to win the deal 
and then move on to the next.

Of course there is a certain degree of 
generalization in this example, as there is 
with every analogy.

Sure, there are professional clowns and 
party organizers who regularly blow up 
balloons for parties, just as there are very 
experienced, skilled sales people who 
possess a lot of knowledge about their 
markets and their products.  And yes, 
some people are better at it than others.

Perhaps most importantly, in neither 
example are these people employed spe-
cifically to ‘blow up balloons’ – it just 
happens to be part of their job. In the 
case of the sales person, even if they were 
dedicated to pricing, there are different 
products, different customers and differ-
ent deal situations, so no two deals have 
the same bursting point.

To further complicate the matter, sales-
people are too often incentivized on 

overall revenue – not on margin. So, 
then, why should they bother trying to 
get the maximum amount of air into 
that deal when ‘good enough’ will do? 
In a revenue incentive situation, the risk 
of losing the deal is always greater than 
the gain of pushing the price a little bit 
further to make a small bit of additional 
commission.

So the result is that party balloons are 
constantly under inflated, and compa-
nies that depend on salespeople negotiat-
ing deals are constantly leaving money 
on the table.

Now, someone just looking at the small 
picture might ask “Does it matter?” One 
slightly bigger balloon doesn’t make 
that much difference, and nor does one 
slightly better priced deal.

In my experience, I would argue that if 
you can squeeze one extra breath into 
each balloon you will fill up the room 
faster. And if the sales team can squeeze 
just a 1% better price into every deal it 
can make an enormous difference to a 
company’s financial results.

I am sure everyone is already very famil-
iar with the studies on how price is the 
most effective lever for increasing oper-
ating profit, and that for a typical com-
pany a 1% improvement in price results 
in an 8-12% improvement in operat-
ing profit.  Even more interesting is that 
many businesses with large field-based 
sales forces, where this balloon-blowing 
analogy is especially true, have smaller-
than-average net margins. Distributors, 
for example, have smaller- than-average 
net margins, and a 1% improvement in 
price can result in an improvement in 
operating margin >25%.

So, as you can see, this is a great analogy 
and a good way to keep your sales people 
thinking about a key problem in pricing.

mailto:asmith@pros.com
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A recent global pricing survey revealed 

that CEO involvement in pricing leads 

to greater “pricing power” within com-

panies and that those companies with 

higher “pricing power” expect their 

earnings to grow twice as fast in the 

coming years compared with those with 

lower pricing power. In this article, the 

authors explore how these results can be 

applied in manufacturing companies. 

Harald L. Schedl is Partner and leads 

the engineering and energy practice 

within Simon-Kucher & Partners. He 

is based in Bonn, Germany. Danilo 

Zatta is Partner and an expert in 

profit and performance improvement, 

growth, corporate strategies and sales 

excellence. He is based in Milan, Italy.

Manufacturing Pricing Excellence:  
4 Steps To Get There 

More and more 
companies are 
recognizing that price 
is their most powerful 
profit lever, with every 
incremental percentage 
point improvement 
in revenue accruing 
straight to the bottom 
line. 

The potential impact of CEO 
leadership in pricing is strik-
ingly evident in the findings of 
a recent Global Pricing Survey. 

The results show that CEO involvement 
in pricing leads to greater “pricing pow-
er” within companies and that those 
companies with higher “pricing power” 
expect their earnings to grow twice as 
fast in the coming years compared with 
those with lower pricing power. 

As the complexity of managing price sys-
tems within an organization grows, there 
is an increasing need for manufacturers 
to maintain a dedicated pricing function. 
Selling an increasing number of products 
to a greater number of markets and cus-
tomers requires much greater oversight of 

the revenue line than ever before. With-
out this, stark anomalies in pricing can 
arise, with niche products achieving low-
er margins relative to the overall portfo-
lio and like-for-like customers achieving 
wildly contrasting pricing outcomes.  

More and more companies are recog-
nizing that price is their most power-
ful profit lever, with every incremental 
percentage point improvement in rev-
enue accruing straight to the bottom 
line. Though these two main study find-
ings imply a firm rationale for CEOs to 
get more involved in pricing, it is not 
enough for leaders to simply pay lip ser-
vice to price. They must achieve align-
ment within their organizations and 
drive accountability to ensure that this 
profit potential is actually delivered.

Direct CEO involvement 
sustains greater “pricing 
power”
The Global Pricing Study – polling over 
2,700 business leaders from 50 coun-
tries – reveals that companies where 
CEOs are involved in pricing are 15 per 
cent more likely to have higher “pricing 
power” compared with those whose lead-
ership was not involved, with “pricing 
power” defined as the ability for compa-
nies to charge the price they deserve for 
the value they create for their customers. 

The impact on corporate earnings for 
companies who possess “pricing power” 
is dramatic. Manufacturing companies 
with high “pricing power” are expected 
to grow profits more than twice as fast as 
those with lower “pricing power” in the 
next three years – 3.3 per cent annually 
instead of 1.4 per cent.

Ambitious CEOs will take this as a clear 
sign that increasing their involvement 
and making pricing a key strategic pil-
lar can positively impact shareholder 
returns.

Clear need for a dedicated 
pricing function 
With the increasing complexity that 
manufacturing companies face, from 
managing volatile input prices, to co-
ordinating price changes across multiple 
markets, the importance of a dedicated 
pricing function is increasing. Reflecting 
this, seven in ten manufacturing compa-
nies now have such a function, or plan 
to have one in the near future. The per-
ceived need for greater central control 
over pricing is also on the rise, with al-
most four in ten companies expecting to 
see greater centralization in the future. 

A dedicated pricing function provides 
the oversight required for easy interac-
tion and reporting for commercial man-
agement. Moreover, it has the potential 
to syndicate commercial skills and to 
ensure a greater degree of consistency 
throughout a global organization. Manu-

facturing companies with a dedicated 
pricing function are 31% more likely to 
have higher “pricing power.” They are 
also 31% more likely to have introduced 
a successful price increase last year, with 
12% more of this increase passed on to 
customers compared to those companies 
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Figure 1: Benefits of a pricing function (Source: Simon-Kucher & Partners)

without a dedicated pricing function.

Practice makes perfect  
on price 
Companies ought to get accustomed to 
raising prices periodically, otherwise they 
risk seeing their margins steadily eroded 
over time. Achieving this successfully re-
quires leadership from top management 
and also a degree of practice. Customers 
who are used to receiving regular price 
increases are often less resistant to them.

Manufacturing companies have a larger 
degree of “pricing power” when com-
pared to other industries though wor-
ryingly, results from the survey showed 
that four in ten manufacturing compa-
nies are not even planning to execute 
price rises to track the rate of general 
price growth, eroding prices in real 
terms.

Furthermore, on average, manufactur-
ing companies successfully achieved just 
50% of their targeted price rise from the 
previous year. This serves to highlight 
that even where the intent to raise prices 

is present, the capabilities to successfully 
execute a price rise are still somewhat 
patchy.

Thus, while the profit potential from bet-
ter pricing and the rationale for greater 
CEO involvement is compelling, with-
out a credible plan for implementing and 
executing price increases, potential profit 
opportunities will be foregone.

Realising the  
profit opportunity 
At the highest level two of a CEOs pri-
mary tasks are to align the organization 
around the importance of price and to 
sustain a profit culture – a task not to 
be underestimated, with so many poten-
tially conflicting interests present. The 
means for achieving these goals can lie in 
taking a structured approach to pricing.

At a practical level, a pricing framework 
sets out all of the key elements that man-
ufacturing companies should pursue in 
order to become “pricing champions.” 
The framework suggested in this article, 
for example, identifies four steps, from 

developing the strategy, to setting prices, 
to successfully achieving the right prices 
with the right customers to monitoring 
outcomes and ensuring compliance. 

Step 1 – Price Strategy: Set the direc-
tion  

Defining a strategy is the cornerstone of 
any concerted attempt to optimise pric-
ing outcomes. In addition to providing a 
statement of intent, the process of agree-
ing upon an approach to market is a 
valuable step in building a profit culture 
and harmonising many, often conflicting 
views within an organisation. 

A good strategy should synthesize an un-
derstanding of customer needs and com-
petitor positioning as well as consider 
the corporate strengths which companies 
must exploit to the best of their abilities 
in order to succeed.

The CEO is pivotal in this process as 
marketing objectives need to be entire-
ly consistent with the overall corporate 
goals. For example, an intended focus on 

Figure 1 – Benefits of a pricing function 
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Figure 2: “Pricing Power” by industry (Source: Simon-Kucher & Partners)

margin will not be realized if those on 
the ground believe they are chasing vol-
ume and market share objectives. 

Step 2 – Price Setting: Fine tuning 
prices 

Companies are most successful in 
achieving pricing improvements when 
they are explicitly setting targets for dif-
ferent products and customer types con-
sistent with their defined strategy.

These pricing targets should correspond 
closely to the value created for the cus-
tomer by the product, rather than being 
oriented towards the costs of production. 
If companies can understand the benefits 
their offer delivers to their customers, 
then they are well positioned to be able 
to charge the prices commensurate with 
the value their product creates. 

The pricing targets agreed upon can ref-
erence both strategic and tactical consid-
erations – for example a desire to grow 
share and increase penetration in one 
product and to skim margin in another. 
Ultimately, whether these targets are 
achieved comes down to how success-
fully companies execute their outlined 
strategies; however, unless there is a clear 
understanding of what to aim for, one 

cannot understand what “success” re-
sembles. 

Step 3 – Price Implementation: Em-
powering salespeople to execute 

Unless the intended pricing outcomes 
can be achieved in practice, having a 
pricing strategy and pricing targets be-
comes academic. To execute effectively, 
CEOs need to ensure that they have 
clear guidance in place, appropriate value 
selling capabilities and sales incentives 
which correctly align the interests of in-
dividual salespeople and the company.

Most manufacturing commercial deals 
revolve around bilateral negotiations, 
with salespeople given a degree of lati-
tude to be able to secure an agreement, 
but in order to achieve outcomes in line 
with targets they set, companies need to 
provide clear guidance on what is accept-
able. 

Some ambiguity is inevitable and a fully 
prescriptive approach will not work. For 
instance, the same price offered to one 
customer may be reasonably considered 
far too low for another. A common trap 
is offering all customers the prices grant-
ed to the largest customer, despite differ-
ences in size and importance. The use of 

peer benchmarking – viewing different 
salespeople’s’ outcomes against one an-
other – can be a highly effective tool to 
address this behaviour. 

If companies are to capture the value 
they deserve, their salespeople have to 
be able to successfully communicate the 
benefits that their product delivers to 
customers. In the absence of this value 
argumentation, sales interactions tend to 
descend into a debate about the lowest 
price. CEOs need to ensure that existing 
capabilities are properly diagnosed and 
where appropriate ensure that skills are 
raised or alternative talent is recruited.

Finally, companies need to be careful 
when considering incentives for sales-
people, as poorly designed incentives can 
lead to suboptimal outcomes. It is im-
portant to ensure that sales targets which 
reference revenue do not inadvertently 
damage earnings. 

Subtle differences in incentive structure 
can have a big impact upon behaviours. 
The difference between setting an abso-
lute monetary margin target and a per-
centage target may seem trivial; however 
the two can generate conflicting out-
comes.Figure 2 - Pricing Power by Industry 

* Pricing power on a scale from 1-5 where 1: low pricing power and 5: high pricing power. Displayed are all answers of scale values 4 and 5. 
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CEOs need to be in a 
position to track the pricing 
outcomes secured by their 
commercial team and should 
demand the tools which give 
them the appropriate insight. 

Step 4 – Price Controlling: Raising ac-
countability and tracking progress

The final essential element for engraining 
pricing excellence into a manufacturing 
business is establishing a means for price 
controlling. This involves creating and 
maintaining the necessary transparency 
to hold sales teams to account and to 
steer policy. Here the benefits of a dedi-
cated pricing organization become very 
quickly apparent, with the pricing 
function able to act as an interme-
diary between sales, marketing and 
management teams, informing and 
guiding decision making. 

CEOs need to be in a position to 
track the pricing outcomes secured 
by their commercial team and should 
demand the tools which give them 
the appropriate insight. Having a 
more detailed understanding not only 
promotes greater accountability, but 
also enhances the ability to make supe-
rior decisions in an evolving market. 

Executives need to be able to hold their 

sales teams to account and it is impor-
tant that they can track their pricing 
outcomes back to bottom line improve-
ments. This requirement is frequently 
addressed via commercial dashboards 
and scorecards. However, detailed dis-
aggregation is paramount to achieving a 
real understanding of outcomes: averages 
have a tendency to mask performance.

Pricing is, by its nature dynamic and 

greater real time information allows the 
more agile companies to react better to a 
changing marketplace. Furthermore, uti-
lizing data on wins and losses can help 

steer prices iteratively.

Ultimately, addressing each of these fac-
ets of pricing policy is essential if leaders 
are to professionalize their pricing and 
thereby boost commercial performance 

Raising the profit bar higher 
Forward-looking companies invest time 
and resources in developing their pric-
ing organization on an on-going basis 

and noticeably reap the rewards in 
terms of increased profitability. Pric-
ing initiatives can yield a realistic 
improvement in Return on Sales 
(ROS) of between one and three 
percentage points. 

The path to pricing excellence is a 
journey. It is unrealistic for compa-
nies who haven’t focused on pricing 
to expect to become “pricing cham-
pions” overnight. However, by ap-
plying a structured approach they 

can achieve, continuous, tangible year-
on-year improvements can be realized.

 
 
Step 1 – Price Strategy: Set the direction  
 
Defining a strategy is the cornerstone of any concerted attempt to optimise pricing outcomes. In 
addition to providing a statement of intent, the process of agreeing upon an approach to market is a 
valuable step in building a profit culture and harmonising many, often conflicting views within an 
organisation.  
 
A good strategy should synthesize an understanding of customer needs and competitor positioning 
as well as consider the corporate strengths which companies must exploit to the best of their 
abilities in order to succeed. 
 
The CEO is pivotal in this process as marketing objectives need to be entirely consistent with the 
overall corporate goals. For example, an intended focus on margin will not be realized if those on the 
ground believe they are chasing volume and market share objectives.  
 
 
Step 2 – Price Setting: Fine tuning prices  
 
Companies are most successful in achieving pricing improvements when they are explicitly set 
targets for different products and customer types consistent with their defined strategy. 
 
These pricing targets should correspond closely to the value created for the customer by the 
product, rather than being oriented towards the costs of production. If companies can understand 
the benefits their offer delivers to their customers, then they are well positioned to be able to 
charge the prices commensurate with the value their product creates.  
 
The pricing targets agreed upon can reference both strategic and tactical considerations – for 
example a desire to grow share and increase penetration in one product and to skim margin in 
another. Ultimately, whether these targets are achieved comes down to how successfully companies 
execute their outlined strategies; however, unless there is a clear understanding of what to aim for, 
one cannot understand what “success” resembles.  
 
 
Step 3 – Price Implementation: Empowering salespeople to execute  
 
Unless the intended pricing outcomes can be achieved in practice, having a pricing strategy and 
pricing targets becomes academic. To execute effectively, CEOs need to ensure that they have clear 
guidance in place, appropriate value selling capabilities and sales incentives which correctly align the 
interests of individual salespeople and the company. 
 
Most manufacturing commercial deals revolve around bilateral negotiations, with salespeople given 
a degree of latitude to be able to secure an agreement, but in order to achieve outcomes in line with 
targets they set, companies need to provide clear guidance on what is acceptable.  
 

Figure 3: The Simon-Kucher & Partners Pricing Excellence Framework
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